The American Scene (1907) reveals how little the United States in the early twentieth century appealed to the visiting expatriate Henry James. It was his conclusion that the "money-passion ," as he called it, ruled the nation and was blighting much of its life. According to James, most Americans wanted to make vast sums of money so that they didn't have to "mind" the inconvenience, the desperate pace, and the bad manners of the country.' As a relief from witnessing this obsession James turned to places where the remains of a less materialistic past still lingered: to the woods and fields of New Hampshire, to Concord, to the Hudson Valley of Washington Irving, and to Newport. His return to the Rhode Island resort made him recall his earlier days there right after the Civil War, when he was a member of a little band "who confessed brazenly to not being in business," and who sacrificed openly to "the ivory idol whose name is leisure,"
left of the novel, The Ivory Tower, is merely a fragment, an incomplete construction of three and a part books of the ten which James intended to make up the whole. He did leave, however, in addition, the blueprint for the rest, the long scenario that James always drew up for his novels. The notes to The Ivory Tower are printed at the end of the text, but it is better to start with them, for they reveal the structure and part of the meaning of the intended whole. Moreover, by comparing these notes with the completed part of the novel, the reader can watch a great artist in the very process of shaping his work from an outline, bowing to the necessities of his form and to the demands of his creative imagination.
The notes reveal how strongly many aspects of twentieth-century America had acted as a spur to James's energy, although they had at the same time galled his sensibilities. "Well before me ... " he wrote, "the fact that my whole action does, can only, take place in the air of the last actuality; which supports so, and plays into its sense and its portee. Therefore it's a question of all the intensest modernity of every American description; cars and telephones and facilities and machineries and resources of certain sorts not to be exaggerated; which I can't not take account of" (355-6)' What modern America, with its power, its pressures, and its gadgets was making of its people was to be the basis of the story.
The structure of the novel was carefully planned. Like The Awkward Age, The Ivory Tower was to be composed according to James's law of successive aspects. That is to say, each book was to be written from the point of view of One of the main characters, each of whom is a reRector of the central situation. The unity of the novel was to be derived from the time scheme of one year. Its temporal cycle was to be concentric with the cycle of adventures of his hero Graham, or Gray as he is called, Fielder. Books I to III were to take place in late Summer in Newport, where he arrives from Europe to inherit a fortune. Books IV to VIII were to be set in New York. The climax was to take place in the empty city in "a more or less torrid mid-August," where he discovers that he has been swindled of his money. This, it will be remembered, is the setting which F. Scott Fitzgerald, with a similar artistic insight, chose for the climax of The Great Gatsby. James's conclusion, Books IX and X, was to be in the fall of the year, as was Fitzgerald's, in "the admirable Indian summer of the New England mountain-land" of the Berkshires. Here Gray renounces the whole business and decides, the notes indicate, to return to Europe .
III-gotten money was to be the essence of James's subject, both as foreground and background. The fraud that is practised on the hero is a 357 counterpart of the many frauds that constitute his inheritance. The moral atmosphere in which the robber barons operated was to permeate the novel. Part of Gray's education in America is to be his gradual realization of what James called "the black and merciless things that are behind the great possessions." James is concerned not only with the ways in which his hero will come to the consciousness of his "damnosa hereditas," but also with the ways he is to consider expiating the guilt attaching to it. One possibility, James noted, is that he should feel inclined to hand over "great chunks of his money to public services and interests, deciding to be munihcent with it after the fashion of Rockefellers and their like .... " But another character, Rosanna Gaw, points out to him the Raw in this procedure. Rosanna has also inherited vast sums of money, and she hates every cent of it. The source of her unhappiness is that she feels her possessions are so dishonoured and stained and blackened at their very roots that they carry their curse with them. She wonders what "application to 'benevolence' as commonly understood, can purge them, can make them anything but continuators ... of the wrongs in which they had their origin" (309).
James took enormous pains to visualize his characters in his notes and to work out their personalities. Pelham Edgar justly claimed: "James has never, I think, been more firmly possessed of his characters, nor launched them to better effect."· Gray Fielder, his chief vessel of consciousness, was, he ruefully recognized, another in the long series of his "intelligent" heroes, "another exposed and assaulted, active and passive 'mind' engaged in an adventure and interesting in itself by so being ... " (340). He is of American parentage, but has been raised in Europe. With Gray, James reversed the theme which had supplied him with the subjects for his greatest novels: he brought the European to America, instead of vice versa; he confronted an innocent from the old world with the experience and evil of the new. Just as James's earlier heroes were ignorant of the forms and values of Europe, so Gray was to be ignorant of the forms of American society and the money values which James believed largely governed it. He intended Fielder to be what he called "an out and out non-producer ... an anomaly and an outsider alike in the New York world of business, and the N.Y. world of ferocious acquisition, and the world there of enormities of expenditure and extravagance ... " (336).
Rosanna Gaw was to be Gray's one true friend. She is "the big, the heavy daughter" of a billionaire. Commensurate with her size, she is also "morally elephantine" (304). Since she also has the taste of an elephant, she is to be unable to communicate satisfactorily with Gray, at least on aesthetic grounds. Before the action of the novel begins, she was to have persuaded Gray's rich, estranged, and dying uncle to leave his fortune to his nephew because he has not been corrupted either by the accumulation or the possession of wealth. The man who embezzles Gray's money is another friend, the genial, crew-cut Horton ( ironically nicknamed Haughty) Vint. He is one of the desperate kind, as James saw them, with rich friends and rich tastes, but no means of keeping up with either. Gray's ignorance of and distaste for money matters causes him to hand over the entire management of his fortune to Haughty who is in business, unsuccessfully, in New York. He thus holds out, James noted "an enormous and fantastic opportunity and temptation" to his friend. Haughty has an additional reason for needing money in the shape of a beautiful young American girl, a kind of Eve in the Garden, Cissy Foy. She too is poor and, although she is fond of Haughty, agrees with him that without funds there can be no question of marriage. The notes suggest that she is also to become involved with Gray Fielder so that a triangle is in the making. The other major characters are Davey and Augusta, called Gussy, Bradham, organizers of guests and parties, conspicuous consumers, and high livers. But even with these characters, James adds the complexity that they are not as prosperous as they seem, so that it is in their interest to cultivate Gray and Rosanna as hard as they can.
In working out his story, James was not content merely to delineate his characters; he also arranged their associations antecedent to the action of the novel. All the major characters except Gray and the Bradhams have known one another before in some connexion, so that their relationships in the novel are to be superimposed over a whole range of remembered facts, emotions, and expectations. Formally, this was a means by which James could avoid unnecessary exposition and clear the ground for the immediate intimacy of his characters. More important, it was one of the ways in which he could heighten the tension and moral ambiguity of his action. No act can be divorced from its contexf of personal history, no decision can be made that is not coloured and influenced by predisposition. The choice between right and wrong, the nature of good and evil was thus to be in the novel, as in life, shrouded in complications. flThe beauty/' James said of his situation, "is in the complexity of the question ... " (342).
It was his intention in this novel, as in the other late works, to show the irrelevance of absolute standards of judgment, and to dramatize the difficulty of the process of living, morally considered. The best-intentioned acts, such as Rosanna's persuasion of Gray's uncle to leave his nephew his fortune, can have unhappy consequences. On the other hand knavery itself can have its uses, since Haughty's act of swindling Gray was to relieve the latter of the burden either of luxury or charity. The motives behind the acts themselves, however, are never simple. Rosanna's selflessness is mixed with gUilt feelings about having earlier dissuaded Gray from being reconciled with his uncle. Haughty is well aware of helping Gray by lifting a burden from his conscience. Gray, on his part, feels a continuing debt to Haughty who once saved his life while they were climbing in the Swiss Alps.
The further that James worked into his notes, the more he realized that he was, as he put it, "rather as usual, offering a group of the personally remarkable, all round." Given the nature of the problems of the novel, they could scarcely be anything else. For his characters, perception is the primary function. James, in fact, depends completely On their subtle insight into the nuances of personal relationships in order to convey the moral complexities of his action. His characters watch one another, reflect, theorize, intrigue, and, above all, exercise that freedom of the will on which all the later novels so much hinge. In the economy of action which James planned, there could be, moreover, no superfluous, Bat characters. "That they are each," he wrote, "the particular individual of the particular weight [is] the essence of my donnee" (300).
Critics who have discussed James's "retreat from reality" in the later novels have always ignored the notes to The Ivory Tower. This is not surprising, for James's memos to himself which sprinkle them reveal that he was fully conscious of the fact that he was creating an indigenous world that was the particular expression of his own artistic personality. It is as pointless to decry this world as a retreat from reality as it is to decry the late quartets of Beethoven or the late etchings of Rembrandt. The subtlety and insight of each form justifies the extraordinarily individualistic method in each case.
For James's work, the point may be illustrated by a brief comparison of The Ivory Tower with two gigantic novels of Theodore Dreiser, The Financier and The Titan. Fundamentally, the issues that each author dramatizes are the same: the effects on individuals of both the struggle for and the achievement of money and power. Dreiser's untidy genius supplied the raw materials for this theme from a documented study of the market-place and the mansion. James, on the other hand, with what he called "a total absence of business initiation," Side-stepped the process and gave us its ultimate effects on personal relationships. He left the reader to supply the absent data for his case, whereas Dreiser allowed for nothing in his readers, except perseverance. As James noted, in another memo to himself: "It isn't centrally a drama of fools or vulgarians; it's only circumferentially and surroundedly so-these being enormously implied and with the effect of their hovering and pressing upon the whole business from without, but seen and felt by us only with that rich indirectness" (340). James's complex and sensitive characters carry with them the connotations of their whole society, just as a chromosome carries in it the characteristics of the individual.
The notes do not reveal how the novel would have ended. Speculation on this topic has been one of the major Concerns of critics of the novel; it is hard to think of a more fruitless occupation. By the time that James had completed sketching eight of his projected ten books, he had the action of the last two so firmly in his mind that he felt no need for further discussion. As in most of James's novels the choices are so open that we can, on hints from the author, predict only one developmentthat Gray will renounce the whole matter and refuse either to prosecute or even question the man who has cheated him of his fortun e. "He feels," James wrote, "after what he has learned about the history of the money, it is the most congruous way of his ceasing to be concerned with it and of resigning it to its natural associations" (296) . H e will then return to Europe and the modest patrimony on which he has previously lived.
The richness of the notes go a long way towards making up for the loss of the completed novel. There are in all literature few more rewarding glimpses into an artist's workshop. They show how James adjusted and readjusted proportion and relationships as he went along, saw deeper and deeper into his subject, puzzled and pondered, let himself go, pulled up, worried and fussed until the whole design was complete in his mind. "That brings me round," he wrote near the end of his notes, "and makes the circle whole." This cry of the triumph of the artist over his materials brings us close to the heart of the exultation in the artistic process.
Reading the notes is like watching a mosaic artist selecting and arranging his pieces for his large deSign. James himself used the metaphor of a cabinet-maker. Each successful working-out of a relationship or a significant perception was what he called "a joint," into which all the elements of a scene dovetailed. "What I want is to get my right firm joints," he wrote early in the notes, "each working on its own hinge, and forming together the play of my machine; they are the machine, and when each of them is settled and determined it will work as I want it .. . " (304) . And yet James is constantly aware, in the notes, that this is only a plan of an artefact that is to have its own organic laws of growth. After a particularly detailed piece of deSigning, he adds to himself: "I say these things after all with the sense, so founded on past experience, that, in closer quarters and the intimacy of composition, prenoted arrangements, proportions and relations, do most uncommonly insist on making themselves different by shifts and variations, always improving, which impose themselves as one goes and keep the door open always to something more right and more related" (350).
The most Significant example of added detail is provided by the title of the novel itself. It was probably suggested by James's visit to Newport and his own essay on the place in The American Scene. This suggestion may well have been reinforced by the character of his hero and by his own repeated metaphors of construction in the notes. Like the famous cracked golden bowl, the ivory tower is central to the novel's structure and meaning, and yet there is no mention of it in the notes. This did not prevent the tower from becoming an organic and essential part of its design.
To trace some of its functions in the fragment of the novel itself is to see why James trusted himself to work most efficiently "in closer quarters" with the narrative. In Book II, Rosanna hands Gray a thick letter sealed in black. H er father, Mr. Gaw, a former business associate of Mr. Betterman, Gray's uncle, had written it on his deatl, bed. The letter almost certainly contains a black account of how Mr. Betterman obtained his wealth. Gray himself, in the next book, indicates to Haughty that this is what he believes the letter contains. Gray doesn't want to open it in front of Rosanna; in fact he doesn't want to open it at all, and he looks around for a suitable object in which to place it. He lights at last on an ivory tower, "a remarkable product," James called it, "of some Eastern, probably some Indian patience." He goes on to describe it minutely: its exquisite workmanship, its circular form, its smoothly working drawers, its carefully concealed construction with "tiny golden rivets," and, finally, the little golden key which seCures the whole object. It is a distinguished work of art in an atmosphere, a rented mansion in Newport, otherwise singularly bare of beauty.
The ivory tower not only supplies the title; it is, in a very rich and complex way, the novel itself. Its circular form resembles the intended circular form of the novel, the story of a year, in which the last chapter was to echo the first. The joints which make the drawers work so smoothly are the joints of James's action; the golden rivets are, possibly, analogous to the glittering metaphoric style of the narrative. Surely, also, there is a wistful irony in James's comment that the tower, Hits infinite neatness exhibited, proved a wonder of wasted ingenuity ... " 047-8).
Of course, the exquisite workmanship of the tower is not lost on anyone who inspects it closely, as Graham does, but it is on most people who do PETER BUlTENHUIS not. Remembering the critical stupidity that greeted most of James's later work on publication (not to mention subsequently), he could reasonably predict that The Ivory Tower would, in that sense, be wasted ingenuity too. As insurance against wasted effort, James was once again backing the quality of his art to make it outlast time. In fact in these last years of his life, James's vision was remarkably similar to that of Yeats, who used a similarly fraught image of a bird of "hammered gold and gold enamelling" that is "set upon a golden bough" to signify the durability of a work of art and the merging of the artist's personality with his Own creation.
The symbol of the tower also acts as a means of characterization. It is the choice of Gray and his own emblem. "Doesn't living in an ivory tower just mean the most distinguished retirement?" he asks Rosanna. "I don't want yet awhile to settle in one myself-though I've always thought it a thing I should like to come to .... " It is prophetic of what he will come to before the novel is over. The letter of vilification which he slips into the tower is the first of many of the "black and merciless things" which he will try to hide away in his consciousness, where they will do their work all the same. The golden key with which he locks it and then attaches to his key ring is the key to the knowledge he possesses but which he is afraid to use.
Rosanna also reveals herself in reaction to the tower. After Gray has selected it from among her father's possessions, she pronounces herself stupid for not haVing anticipated this choice. She makes him a present of it, indicating that he, with his superior taste and judgment, could make a better use of his wealth than she of hers. Haughty Vint, when he sees the tower, takes the humorous view, congratulates Gray on his symbolic retreat, and expresses his own desire for the run of one himself. Haughty also points out that Gray wishes to mount his tower to have his fun and leave Vint outside "in the dust and comparative darkness" to mount guard over his fortune. Gray confirms this supposition. As he tells Haughty that he wishes to insure his life and his moral consciousness with him, he caresses the sides of the tower and fiddles about its doors. These gesturcs reveal his carelessness and guilelessness about money. Haughty tells Gray that the little golden key to the tower is the key to the wild animal's cage. When he leaves Gray's house, "he fairly sprang into the shade of the shrubberies" that surround it (238). The fact is that Gray simply cannot lock up all the beasts in the American jungle On the lower Roors of the ivory tower of hs detachment.
The fragment of The Ivory Tower that we have, demonstrates that James had lost none of his skill in dramatizing a theme and weaving a rich and dense texture of narrative. Although he was dedicated to the most intense economy of means, his narrative began to expand as he worked at the novel. By the beginning of Book IV he was already exceeding his planned quota of chapters. Rosanna has left for New York, where James planned this and the next three books to take place, but Gray, who is the centre of consciousness again, shows no signs of leaving Newport. On the basis of this vigorous beginning, it is hard to see the justification of F. O. Matthiessen's comment that there are "signs of great tiredness in the writing" as the novel breaks off. Oscar Cargill rightly says of this remark, "the specifics are not given ... ,"7
The novel begins brilliantly in midsummer Newport, as James prepares for the advent of his hero, whose nrst impressions of America are to be all sunniness and freshness. Yet he skilfully prepares for later developments by sketching in details of the ugly architecture of the Newport "cottages," crowding together on the desecrated cliffs. The first of James's successive aspects is that of Rosanna, whom we find restlessly wandering about the dying Mr. Betterman's house awaiting Gray's arrival. Her father is also there, sitting motionless in a comer of the verandah, "like a rumed hawk ... with his beak, which had pecked so many hearts out, visibly sharper than ever ... " (6). He is waiting for his former colleague and present enemy to die so that he can find out what he is woith. But Gaw too is a sick man. Rosanna says of him later, "He's just dying of twenty millions .... You pay by these consequences for what you have done. The effect has been to dry up his life .... There's nothing left at last for him to pay with" (140-1).
These ' two men represent a generation that has, by cunning and strength of will compiled the great American fortunes. Their money is the mainspring of the novel. The rest of the characters are either its inheritors or those who batten on them. Davy Bradham soon appears at Betterman's house. He is a fat, self-satisfied man who "would hang up a meaning on his large empty face as if he had swung an awful example On a gibbet ... " (22) . His wife, Gussy, is a society woman whose state, to Rosanna's sense, "might have been that of some shining, humming insect, a thing of the long-constricted waist, the minimised yet caparisoned head, the fixed, disproportionate eye and tough transparent wing, gossamer guaranteed" (50). In such assorted images of death and blight the characters are established and the action begins. Rosanna, surrounded by these creatures of an acquisitive society, has a grim vision of what she has let Gray in for by persuading his uncle to send for him.
The second book gives us Gray's aspect. First comes his view of America itself, where he feels that "his cherished hope of the fresh start and the broken link would have its measure filled to the brim" (76) . His impressions are rendered with James's inimitable comic sense: "There was an American way for a room to be a room, a table a table, ... " The food he finds, is "seasoned and sweetened, a soft, substantial coldness and richness that were at once the revelation of a world and the consecration of a fate" (83). Its manners are illustrated by Mr. Betterman's nurse, who imperturbably sits down to lunch with Gray. Its morals were to impinge themselves more slowly on his consciousness.
His first jarring impression is of Mr. Gaw, still silently seated on the verandah. Then follows a magnificent scene between Gray and his uncle, "the biggest and most native American impression that I can possibly be exposed to ... " (102). With Mr. Betterman, James presents a portrait of a man who has been refined by illness and reRection into rejecting the principle on which he has based his life: that of ruthlessly making money. Though on his death bed, he is an incipient Adam Verver. Looking over his nephew, he regards him as "an important 'piece', an object of value picked, for finer estimation, from under containing glass" (109). With Rosanna's guidance he has chosen Gray as an heir because he is the person who least in the world has shared his own values or lived his kind of life. The choice also celebra tes Gray's decision-on Rosanna's prompting-not to come over when he was a lad of fourteen. Mr. Betterman realizes that if Gray had come then, it would have spoiled him.
This idea echoes the alter ego theme of the earlier story "The Jolly Corner." It is one of the many echoes in the book of earlier Jamesian themes, such as initiation, fraud, and acquisition. In addition, the American girl comes in for the last of her many appearances in James's fiction. She is represented by Cissy Fay who has all but One of the attributes of her predecessors: the beauty, the grace, the spontaneity, the Rair for dress. She lacks only the quintessential quality of innocence. Hers has been compromised already, like that of her immediate predecessor, Julia Bride. Cissy also has something of Julia's cynical self-knowledge of the fact."
Like all the other characters in the novel, she is a complex mixture. She tells Davy that she has "notoriously nothing in common" with the American girl, as if that creature were some kind of Platonic abstraction. She even adds, with an emphasis of contempt for conventional limitations: "I loathe the American girl." Davy points out that Cissy does "of course brilliantly misrepresent her," but hastens to patch this frankness up by claiming that "we're all unspeakably corrupt." But Cissy denies this view, not, as she puts it, as a judge of society but a victim. "I don't say we don't do our best," she adds, "but we're still of an innocence, an innocence!" (I88-9). F. O. Matthiessen interprets this remark to mean that Cissy knows that Fielder will finally see through them all. It could, on the other hand, mean that Cissy will be relying on her "innocence" to beguile Gray.
Both Cissy and Haughty are members of the Bradham entourage who represent the results of the Midas touch of the previous generation . In The American Scene James's own metaphor for what he believed to be the dominant American condition was of "a huge Rappaccini-garden, rank with each variety of the pOison-plant of the money-passion .... ' " This is a suggestive adaptation of Hawthorne's pOisoned-plot-"The Eden of the present world" as he calls it-in his story "Rappaccini's Daughter." Hawthorne's hero tries to rid the girl who has grown up in this garden of the poison, but it is so much part of her system that the antidote kills her. If James planned to have Gray attempt a similar rescue on Cissy, the effort would certainly have been fruitless for the same reason.
Gray, as he ruefully recognizes when he calls himself "insanely romantic," is an anachronism, a survivor from a moribund leisured and cultivated class. And yet James did not intend to invest his hero with the sentimental glory of a representative of a dying tradition. For all his in telligence and charm, Gray cannot be cleared of moral responsibility when he, symbolically, enters the tower and hands over the key to his treasury to Haughty. Stephen Spender surely makes too much of James's reference to Gray as "a happy Hamlet" when he writes "there is no doubt that James was trying to 'do' Hamlet in modern dress."I. James was, I believe, indicating that his hero had Hamlet's indecisiveness and his type of sensibility. He is happy, however, because he has not, so far as the novel goes at least, attained Hamlet's appalled vision of the rottenness of the state. Nor has he yet indicated that he has any consciousness of the responsibility demanded of him by his wealth. By his uncle's bequest, he has been called to help set right a time that is out of jOint. From what we see of Gray in the fragment of the novel, it seems very doubtful that he has the force of character to take on the task and in so doing attain tragic stature. The Hamlet reference is, moreover, counterbalanced by several others, most notably when Haughty compares Gray to St. Francis of Assisi. The quality of innocence implied by this comparison disables a tragic sense. This is shown when Gray misjudges his Horatio, Haughty, which is only a symptom of his inability to take account of man's capacity for evil. Gray wants to renOunce the responsibility that wealth brings, but keep the wealth in order to live in the comfort and detachment of an ivory tower. He is content to leave the guardian of the tower in the marketplace below. This plan is, of course, doomed to failure. Haughty, like Oscar Wilde and most other people, can resist everything except temptation, and is driven to use the money for his own ends. The tower, deprived of its finan cial foundation, will crumble into the dust. And yet, paradoxically, James is not, in this novel, condemning ivory towers. The tower was for James, as it was for Yeats in the poem of that name, the place in which the artist isolated himself from society and, like the Indian craftsman, carefully and patiently constructed his edifices for eternity. Gray, by his retreat to the tower, would, presumably, have developed his finer consciousness and been enabled to evaluate and judge American society in a way that those caught up in its acquisitive processes could not. James was obviously preparing to use his hero as a devastating instrument of criticism.
Whatever the outcome of the novel, it is clear from what we have that the situation of the ivory-tower dweller is shrouded in moral complexities. There is a hint that Gray himself is becoming aware of this in Book IV. Left alone for the first time in his inherited house, in a "rush of nervous apprehension, a sudden determination of terror," he restlessly paces the verandah. His attention is caught by the chair in which the silent Mr. Gaw had sat that first afternoon. He turns away from it as from an apparition, and goes out on the lawn. "He circled round the house altogether at last," James wrote, "looking at it more critically than had hitherto seemed relevant, taking the measure, disconcertedly, of its unabashed ugliness, and at the end coming to regard it very much as he might have eyed some monstrous modern machine, one of those his generation was going to be expected to master, to By in, to fight in, to take the terrible women of the future out for airings in, and that mocked at his incompetence in such matters while he walked round and round it and gave it, as for dread of what it might do to him, the widest berth his enclosure allowed" (266).
The passage is a remarkable example of how James, from the very appearance of things, could extract a meaning and project it into the future. The Newport mansion not only sums up a period of vulgar and extravagant taste, but also foreshadows a world in which Ie Corbusier could call a house "a machine for living"; it looks forward to the automobile age with the affronts to taste and proportion that Detroit has produced, and lastly anticipates the age of air-warfare and transportation.
A few lines after this prophetic view, the novel breaks off. All hopes of concluding it were driven out of James's mind by the rapidly increas-ing ferocity of the First World War. "My aged nerves can scarcely stand it," he wrote to a friend, in August, 1914, "and I bear up but as I can; I dip my nose, or try to, into the inkpot as often as I can; but it's as if there were no ink there, and I take it out smelling gunpowder, smelling blood, as hard as it did before."" Percy Lubbock, in his preface to his edition of The Ivory Tower, writes that after the outbreak of war James "could no longer work upon a fiction supposed to represent contemporary or recent life." That is why, when he began to write again, he took up The Sense of the Past instead. And yet, The Ivory Tower, with its vision of implied evil, rapacity, and violence, is quite congruent with a shattered peace. In fact, it could be criticized as painting too dark a picture of American life. Perhaps James, looking down from his Own ivory tower, exaggerated the waves of materialism beating at its base. Certainly, the period in which the novel takes place, immediately before the Progressive Era began, was financially irresponsible and lavish , but it was probably not much worse in that respect than the Gilded Age after the Civil ,"Var that James had also seen.
It may be that what appalled him most about life in America in the early twentieth century, however, was not "the money-passion" in itself but the manners of the new age of technology that accompanied it. To him it was apparent that leisure and grace in life, what he called "the margin," was rapidly being destroyed in America. Privacy was disappearing from houses, discrimination was being eliminated from conduct and taste, and time was being divorced from space. Wealth, instead of being used as an aid to cultivated living, was merely the tool of a louder assault on sensibility. The Ivory Tower might have been the artistic correlative of Thorstein Veblen's Theory of the Leisure Class, published in 1899. Like James, Veblen , although with a different point of view, describes a world in which "conspicuous consumption has gained more and more On conspicuous leisure as a means of repute."'2 James's Gussy Bradham is the very type of modem hostess who, with indefatigable force, organizes and disposes people into combinations and consumptions in order to satisfy her love of power and vanity. Gray Fielder, on the other hand, is a member of a class that, as James prophetically implied, was to be wiped out by the slaughters of the War.
The Ivory Tower was James's last assay On American life; it would almost certainly have been his best. His techniques of perception and narrative had been developed and refined to such a point that he could encompass and interpret American experience more satisfactorily than he had been able to in any of his previous American fiction. The theme of
